Installation Instructions

Panel Drape with Decorative Wood Pole
Thank you for choosing Lafayette’s Panel Drape. With proper installation and
care, your new panel drape will provide many years of beauty and performance.
Tools Needed
Power Drill, 1/4” Driver and drill bits
Tape Measure
Flat blade Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Pencil
Level

A.

C.

Ordered Width

B.

1/2 ordered width + 1/2”

D.

Fastener

Wood

#6 Hex Head
Provided

Drywall, Plaster

Wall Anchors
Not Provided

Metal

Sheet Metal
Not Provided

BEFORE INSTALLING
- Remove shade from the package. Keep all packaging
until the shade operates to your satisfaction. Contents
of your hardware package may vary depending on
options chosen. Additional fasteners may be needed
based on your specific mounting surface.

C.

1/2 ordered width + 1/2”

Desired height

F.

E.
1 3/16”

Mounting Surface

E.
1 3/16”
F.

INSTALL THE BRACKETS
When properly installed, the distance between the
inside edges of the brackets should be the same as
the ordered width. (A.)
- To position the top hole location of the wood pole
mounting bracket:
		
1. Put a pencil mark at the desired height
		
near the center of opening. (B.)
		
Note * Lafayette does not take a deduction
		
for floor clearance.
		
		

2. Put pencil marks near left and right bracket
locations, level with center mark. (C.)

		
		

3. Measure to center of window/door opening
and mark with pencil. (D.)

		
		

4. Measure left and right from center 1/2 ordered
width + 1/2” and mark. (E.)

		
		
		

5. Measure down from bracket height marks (C.)
1 3/16” to get placement for the top hole of
the right and left brackets. (F.)

		

6. Secure metal brackets to the wall and slide
wood brackets onto metal brackets.

INSTALL THE PANEL DRAPE
- If no center support is necessary, skip to step. 1.
If a center support is needed, with the small groove
in the back of the decorative pole facing up on a flat
surface, drill a 3/4” hex head screw into the groove,
centered evenly between the ends.

INSTALL THE WOOD POLE WITH PANEL DRAPE
		 5. Holding pole on both sides of the panel drape to
		
prevent sliding, lift and slide large metal groove of
		
pole onto left or right side locking tab of wood
		
bracket. Opposite side should clear bracket, then
		
slide onto its locking tab also. (C.)

- Slide bracket onto screw and tighten snug. Unscrew
1/2 turn and remove support bracket. Continue to step 1.
		

1. Lay fabric facedown on a flat, clean surface.

		

2. Insert fabric carriers into the wood pole. (A.)

A.

B.

C.

		

6. Screw finial onto both ends of wood pole.

		
		

7. Slide lock stop to stationary rail side and tighten
to secure stationary rail against the bracket. (D.)
D.

		
		

3. Slide lock stop into the track between the 1st
and 2nd carrier from the end. (Do not tighten) (B.)

		

4. Carefully slide panel drape to the center of the pole.

- If you have a center support, slide center support onto
screw on the back of the wood pole.
- Hold in place while securing center support screws
into the wall. Note: You will need to tighten one screw
into the bottom hole and one into the top hole of
center support from the bottom of the pole at a slight
angle.
CARE AND CLEANING
- Light dusting is recommended for Manh Truc fabrics.
Because the Manh Truc materials are “natural” and
include grasses, reeds and bamboos cleaning with
water or any detergent is NOT recommended. Dusting
with a vacuum attachment can be done with extreme
care on low suction. The lining materials for Manh Truc
can be spot cleaned using warm water and detergent.
Do NOT immerse the lining in water.
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